Top 10 Valentine's Day Movies
(That are not The Notebook or Titanic)
This long weekend is perfect for snuggling on the couch, cracking open a bottle of wine, and
watching a quality movie. Whether you want to fall in love, laugh until you snort popcorn, get
tearyeyed, or er stab someone, we've picked a flick for you!
1. Duh, Casablanca. Regardless of your gender, age, sexual preference, or cinematic inclination
you will love this movie. The conflict! The romance! The clothes! And the song, oh, the song:
“Play it once... For old times' sake”... and then play it three more times after everyone has left.
2. When Harry Met Sally. This is a perfect romantic comedy. Can men and women be friends?
Will sexual tension always get in the way? Nora Ephron explores gender roles, love, friendship,
and just about everything else in this ever so relatable film. You'll laugh, you'll cry, you'll wish
you had Meg Ryan's hair.
3. Whimper, Doctor Zhivago. Yeah, we went there. If you are looking for an epic, sweeping
romance, then this is the gold standard. Full disclosure: it’s a long, long movie. However, it is so,
so beautiful. The juxtaposition of a burning love in the midst of a freezing Russian winter might
lead to involuntary friendship snuggles.
4. Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind. We have all been there—trapped in heartache,
controlled by painful memories stuck on replay. But what if you could eradicate every aspect of
that person from your mind? This movie is so genius, you will wish you thought of it... or
unthought it.
5. Le sigh, Amelie. It's hard to choose the most amazing aspect of this film. The soundtrack?
(The soundtrack!!!) The cinematography? Audrey Tautou? If none of those pique your interest,
we have no doubt that the brilliant storytelling will. Set in the most romantic city in the world,
you can't help but feel the love.
6. Forgetting Sarah Marshall. You will not forget this movie. All of it is just so lovable. Laugh as
Jason Segel cries; laugh as Jason Segel falls in love; laugh as Jason Segel wags his *****
around. You’ll be jealous when Mila Kunis scores the perfect man. A career in the Hawaiian
hotel industry is looking good!
7. Oof, Brokeback Mountain. Heart. Wrenching. This is such a beautiful love story. Everything
about the film is subtle, artful, and incredibly powerful. The intensity is amplified by the world
that these lovers are trapped in.
8. Whoa, Moulin Rouge. Major. This is more than a musical. This is everything. So much fun! So
much turmoil. The film is a roller coaster. The soundtrack will shatter and then rebuild your

soul… then do it again. More than anything though, there are Ewan and Nicole. They are
electrifying—they even make tuberculosis look good.
9. Aw, Roman Holiday. Some girls dream of becoming a princess when they grow up, but all
girls dream of becoming Audrey Hepburn. This is the film that made her a star and an Academy
Award winner. Experience the magic of Rome and Gregory Peck, and pretend for a moment that
you are pretending not to be a princess.
10. Psycho. For those of you who would rather knife someone than hear about love, this is the
movie for you! Everyone knows about this classic—the shower scene is a popculture staple.
However, have you actually seen it? This movie lives up to the hype. Killer good.

